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Air injection is an accessory technique during scleral buckling (SB). Subclinical subretinal fluid (SRF) may presence and persistent after SB. The impact of air injection on SRF is unclear. In the ...
Impact of air injection on subretinal fluid following successful scleral buckling surgery for macular-involving retinal detachment
There’s no roadmap when it comes to parenting, Hyde Park mother of three Teila Gray said, especially during the challenges of the pandemic.
Hyde Park mom of three on pandemic parenting this Mother’s Day: ‘Cherish the time’
A Thurso musician has come up with the unusual challenge of working through her piano exams from Grade 1-8 within a year as an epic fundraiser.
Katrina Gordon takes on couch to Grade 8 piano challenge
In recent months, investors have witnessed several short squeezes triggered by the Reddit investment community WallStreetBets. But because some overheated Reddit plays have cooled off significantly, ...
Beware of These 4 Overvalued Reddit Stocks
Universal preschool and free community college are among a plethora of initiatives that would be paid for by tax increases and IRS changes.
White House proposes $1.8 trillion package that would dramatically expand education, safety net programs
President Joe Biden has been busy during his first 100 days in office. He takes the stage tonight to address a joint session of Congress for the first time as ...
Biden’s First 100 Days: What Has He Done For Your Finances?
For readers new to Skyharbour Resources, the company is a preeminent uranium explorer with a project portfolio strategically located in the Athabasca Basin of Canada, which is elephant country for ...
Fully Funded Uranium Explorer Drilling High-Grade Targets
The Illineks senior finished his career third in program history for goals scored, but the way his final prep campaign played out reminded him of another passion.
2021 All-Area boys' soccer Player of the Year: Wood authors goal-filled story at Uni High
A recent bill introduced in eight states, however, aims to ban the teaching of ... Abdul Wright, a Black 8th grade English teacher at Harvest Academy, a Minneapolis charter school, also believes ...
Discussing the Derek Chauvin Trial in Class: How Teachers Are Doing It and Why
It was part of a recent, surprising expansion of Chinese-American investment into the US cannabis industry. Investors sought to recoup losses from shuttered restaurants, spas and tourism businesses by ...
A bizarre tale of cannabis boom and bust
Two days earlier, a Columbus police officer had shot Ma’Khia Bryant, a 16-year-old Black girl, while responding to a domestic disturbance call at the foster home where she lived. Body-cam footage ...
‘I want to see my future’: What the shooting of Ma'Khia Bryant reveals about Black girlhood
Mobile esports company Skillz (SKLZ) has been named in several controversies since it went public in December 2020. So, can its partnership with the National Football League (NFL) help it stay-afloat ...
Is Skillz a Good Esports Stock to Buy?
Q1 2021 Earnings CallMay 7, 2021, 3:30 p.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. Thank you for ...
CytomX Therapeutics, Inc. (CTMX) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
Bicol Region is seeking to reverse the damage wrought by the COVID-19 pandemic on its economy by invigorating the agriculture, education and health sectors and pushing its key infrastructure projects ...
Amended economic blueprint for Bicol aims to reshape flagging economy
Members of Little Miss and Big Sis, an Akron, Ohio, empowerment group for girls 10 to 15, share their feelings after the shooting of Ma'Khia Bryant.
Empowerment group explains Black girlhood in wake of Ma'Khia Bryant's shooting
As President Biden marks 100 days in office on Thursday, leaders of Catholic organizations say that they are grateful for signs of progress but caution that more is needed to fulfill campaign promises ...
Catholics grade the second Catholic president 100 days in
Florida Gators offensive lineman Ethan White has a goal in mind for the upcoming season. One year ago, Ethan White was on track to become the Gators' starting center. If it came to fruition, White ...
Goal-Driven: Ethan White Aims to 'Dominate' as a Starter for Florida Gators
A new beauty brand aims to rethink ... The medical-grade stainless steel tubes are medically sanitized before being refilled and sold to new customers; wands are melted down and also reused.
How Izzy Zero Waste Beauty Is Rethinking the Supply Chain
(WOOD) — Eighth grade STEM students at Holland Middle School ... The takeout-friendly food found new success as restaurants were forced to shut down their dining areas during the pandemic.
GVSU program aims to diversify W. MI STEM force
for students of kindergarten to eighth grade (K-8). WhiteHat Jr will continue to offer its core kids coding platform in India, but will expand to international markets through the integrated Byju ...
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